Prolog Technology Theorem Proving. (PTTP) [5] is a well known extension of Prolog for answering queries in first-order logic. PTTP is based on the idea that 'Prolog can be viewed as an "almost complete" theorem prover, which has to be extended by only a few ingredients in order to handle the non-Horn case' [1] . As explained in [5] , PTTP is an efficient realisation of the Model Elimination (ME) calculus [2] that utilises five extensions of standard Prolog:
1. It uses a sound unification algorithm with the occur-check; 2. It uses a complete search strategy based on iterative-deepening; 3. It adds contrapositives of the clauses in the theory in order to provide entry points for all of the literals in those clauses; 4. It uses ancestor resolution when unfolding the query in order to overcome the incompleteness of Prolog's SLD resolution; 5. It adds contrapositives for the negation of the query in order to extract indefinite answers from successful computations.
Although it is equipped for full clausal reasoning, PTTP has been tailored to some notable Horn clause applications by removing those features deemed unnecessary in the Horn case. For example, the Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) system Progol5 [3] includes a simplified PTTP technique that uses contrapositives in order to query the negative literals entailed by a given Horn theory, but does not support ancestor resolution or indefinite answers. This paper shows all five extensions above are needed for the soundness and completeness of PTTP in the Horn case (where the theory is a set of Horn clauses and the query is a set of literals -implicitly read as universally and existentially quantified conjunctions, respectively). It also shows how the omission of ancestor resolution is responsible for a recently discovered incompleteness [4] of Progol5 and how indefinite answers can be used to enhance Progol5's learning ability.
Evidently, sound unification and complete search are needed in the Horn case just as much as the general case (even if they are often omitted for efficiency). However, the following examples show that they are both in fact needed for the completeness of PTTP even when the theory comprises a single Horn clause:
• First, consider the Horn clause ← q(0), q(x) and note that although this clause entails ¬q(0), the query ¬q(y) only succeeds with the answer y/0 from the contrapositives ¬q(0) ← q(x) and ¬q(x) ← q(0) if ancestor resolution is used (i.e. resolved upon literals are retained as framed literals and allowed to resolve away complementary unframed literals to their left).
• Then, consider the Horn clause ← q(0), q (1) and note that although this clause entails ∃y(¬q(y)), the query ¬q(y) only succeeds from the contrapositives ¬q(0) ← q(1) and ¬q(1) ← q(0) if indefinite answers are supported (i.e. contrapositives are added for the negation of the query and any resulting input bindings are used to identify indefinite answers: y/(0 or 1), in this case).
Progol5 [3] is a prominent ILP system for generalising sets of positive and negative examples with respect to prior background knowledge. It is based on a method for computing Horn clauses h (hypothesis) that entail a ground atom e (example) relative to a Horn theory B (background). In a nutshell, this method searches for those clauses h = A 0 ← A 1 , . . . , A n having a ground instance hθ such that B ∪ {←e} |= ¬hθ where
To find these hypotheses, Progol5 first attempts to compute the atom ¬A 0 θ using a Prolog engine supplemented with contrapositives to identify the ground instances of the negative literal ¬A 0 entailed by the Horn theory B ∪{←e}. But, without ancestor resolution, the incompleteness of this method is immediate from the examples above. For example, if B = {p ← q(0), q(x)} and e = p, then Progol5 cannot compute the hypothesis h = q(0) as the query ¬q(0) only succeeds from the theory B ∪ {←e} using both contrapositives and ancestor resolution.
Although ancestor resolution overcomes the incompleteness of Progol5 noted above, indefinite answers can be used to further enhance its learning ability. In particular, by simply Skolemising any variables in ¬A 0 that return disjunctive answers, the Progol5 proof procedure can easily learn sound ILP hypotheses outside its original semantics. For example, if B = {p ← q(0), q(1)} and e = p, then the extended procedure could compute the hypothesis h = q(y) as the query ¬q(y) effectively succeeds with the answer y/k for some Skolem constant k.
